
How to Give to FBCM directly through your Online Banking Account. 

If you like you can most likely give offerings to First Baptist Church through your banks free 

“BillPay” services.   Each bank is different, but I believe the steps are generally the same.  (I will 

use Webster Bank as the example because that is the bank I deal with). 

 

First of all you need to have set up your BillPay service for use (I will leave that to you). 

Then to send to FBCM, you will have to set up the church as one of your Bill Payees.  Unlike 

many of the normal bills we pay, FBCM won’t be on the list of electronic payee choices that are 

offered, but if you begin the process and search, eventually you should get to a screen that allows 

you to set up an account to pay by CHECK (the bank then cuts a check and mails it to FBCM at 

no cost to you). 

Here are the screens that come up with Websterbank.  I’m sure they are different for other 

banks, but perhaps this will help you see what I mean. 

 

 

1. First I started by “Adding a New Payee” from a drop down list under “Pay Bills”. 

 

2. I tried entering without an account # and it bounced back, so then I entered “NONE” and 

it went through (you don’t need an account number – if you want to put your phone 

number you can, but it’s not necessary.) 

3. Eventually Websterbank indicates that they have no “electronic payee” for FBCM.  But 

then it gives the option (see bottom of next screenshot) to “Add FBCM to be paid by 

check.”  THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED TO CLICK. 

 



 

 

4. It now asks for mailing information for FBCM.  Fill it in… 

 



5. Finally First Baptist Church now shows on my list of places I can pay bills too.  I can then 

set up a “One Time payment” or set up a “Recurring Bill payment” if you want to set up a 

regular giving plan. 

 

 


